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"And my speech and my preaching was not with enticing words of man's wisdom, but in demonstration of the Spirit and of power;

That your faith should not stand in the wisdom of men, but in the power of God." (Corinthians 2:4&5)

People are a manifestation of a physical body, powered by the Spirit of God. We have no motors or other means of propulsion to make the body go. No wheels, drives, or gears. The body is a flexible vehicle. What makes it go? What is this Spirit that powers the body?

Nikola Tesla, the greatest genius of our age said, "The human being is a self-propelled automaton, entirely under the control of external influences. Willful and predetermined though they appear, their actions are governed not from within, but from without."

"This automaton is, however, subjected to other forces and influences. His body is at the electrical potential of two billion volts, which fluctuates violently and incessantly. The whole earth is alive with electrical vibrations in which he takes part. The atmosphere crushes him with a pressure of from sixteen to twenty tons, according to barometric conditions. He receives the energy of the Sun's rays in varying intervals at a mean rate of about forty foot pounds per second, and is subjected to periodic bombardment of the Sun's particles, which pass through his body as if it were tissue paper. The air is rent with sounds which beat on his ear drums, and he is shaken by the unceasing tremors of the earth's crust. He is exposed to great temperature changes, to rain and wind."

Tesla demonstrated that the body could be inserted into a high frequency electrical field, that would melt metals, without any harmful effects to the body.

Preaching as a rule works on the emotional makeup of people. They feel reverent and secure while the sermon is in progress. A few minutes, or hours, after the sermon they are only aware of the external influences again, whether they be discordant, or harmonious.
Preaching becomes monotonous to the listener and some people can’t hardly wait until the sermon is over. Incantations also become meaningless in a short time.

This external source of power that makes your body go by internal actions is the unseen, mysterious, something intangible, that people pray to when they need help, or pray to in hypocrisy to conform to a ritual.

Astrologers, who predicted the death of the late President Kennedy, state that the external forces of Saturn in conjunction with Jupiter, with a square to Mars, is the thing that happens every twenty years that brings death to the President in twenty year cycles.

The Creator established laws by which the universe of Galaxies, Solar Systems, Planets, People, cells and atoms must conform. These are laws of Gravity, Magnetism, Electricity, Pressure, Heat, Attraction and Repulsion, and numerous other laws of cause and effect. Singularly, or by combination of these laws, everything in the universe is powered, propelled, or lives. Since the physical body is energized by life through accumulation, galvanic action, conduction, magnetism, of static polarity effects and chemical reactions, these are little affected by preaching. However, the application of principles, in conformance to these universal laws, can have causal reactions that can be of physical benefit.

Praying can have its reciprocal effect when the reciprocant has conformed, or earned their answer. God doesn’t violate His own Infinite Laws. One must keep moving by action in order to be noticed in God’s stillness. One must create a void by giving voluntarily in order for God’s laws to fill the vacuum with something in return for the effect. God works for those who let Him – but don’t expect to get something for nothing.

When the power of the electrical spirit departs from the physical body it loses its motion, its communication and its reactions that operated when it was energized.

Preaching is fine for those who want a second hand contact with God. God’s principles work in spite of the preachers. Put the fact that "your faith should not stand in the wisdom of men, but in the power of God," should be plain enough for anyone to understand.
Our efforts here are to produce an apparatus using God's principles, to concentrate God's powers for the earthly benefit of humanity - through His laws to make people have energy enough to make this civilization a "heaven on earth" in preparation for a world government under God.

NOTICE

We have found six copies of the Original, Big Blue Books of the Bound, First Four Volumes of the "Proceedings" in our permanent library stock, which the Board of Directors of the Ministry of Universal Wisdom have decided to mail as a gift to the six people who make a generous gift to the Ministry of Universal Wisdom, Inc., which we feel will warrant our releasing these precious, collector's items.

CONVENTION

Many of our readers have requested a report on the recent Space Convention held at Giant Rock Airport on September 21 and 22.

As these readers could not attend for various reasons, we offer the following report.

The Convention was attended by approximately 3000 people over the two day session.

Speakers included Dan Fry, Orfeo Angelucci, Chief Standing Horse of the Ottawa Indian tribe, Dana Howard, Truman Bethurum, Arthur Aho, Dr. Frank Stranges, and yours truly.

Although this Convention was one of the smallest in attendance, old timers at these Conventions said it was one of the best. Nothing of startling new information was brought forth. Many people are beginning to grasp the religious aspect of space and the cosmic concept of consciousness through these Conventions. One really has to be in attendance to appreciate them. It is not possible to print the contents of the lectures.
IONIZATION AND THE BIBLE

An ion is a particle of matter carrying a static electrical charge. A planet is a composition of many particles of matter. It also carries a static electrical charge. Our planet, surrounded by its atmosphere, is basically a condensed chunk of energy surrounded by a thin film of gases with water on the surface and in the atmosphere. The rotation of our planet on its axis generates a magnetic field. Ions carrying static charges answer to the same laws of polarity as magnetism.

People on this planet must breathe oxygen in order to live. Our atmosphere contains oxygen. Oxygen is paramagnetic. In other words it is attracted, or repelled, by magnetic and static electrical charges. The atmosphere is held to the surface of the planet by the static charge of the planet's mass. The planet's magnetic field is about 98% below the planet's surface and about 2% in the atmosphere.

The planet's breathable atmosphere is about six miles thick. On a planet such as ours we are increasing the amount of particles of matter in our atmosphere through industry (smoke), automobiles (exhaust), and fumes of chemicals from refineries.

The combination of these particles, plus moisture in the atmosphere, in cities has now been labeled "smog". Smog spreads throughout the atmosphere to all points on the planet in different degrees.

When the atmosphere containing untold billions of particles of matter is excited by magnetic disturbances, electrical fluctuations, or friction through winds, static and magnetic charges accumulate in these floating particles. When a particle accumulates a charge to its potential capacity it condenses moisture around it. This is what forms a cloud. Clouds usually form over mountains first because the tops of mountains are continuously emitting flux from the planet's static charge. When a cloud reaches its full capacity of static charge it discharges to the nearest ground surface, or cloud near it, as lightning.

The book called the Bible (from the Greek word Biblos, meaning a record) gives many references to clouds and lightning and coronas referred to as "divine fire."
In the times when the records of the Bible were written, few men could write. Donkeys, horses, camels and chariots were the best form of transportation. Nothing was known of electricity, magnetism, ions, radio, T.V., biology, geography, or geophysics. The known world was a small place - flat, not spherical - occupied by ignorant, superstitious people. The few scribes of that time recorded the events to the best of their limited thinking. Authorities of governments ruled by torture and force. The priesthood ruled through fear and superstition. Every phenomena we can explain today was an act of God, or Satan. The Sun was believed to orbit around the Earth. Ignorance, fear of the unknown, and superstition, ruled the thinking of the people of that time. Rituals warded off evil, or appeased God.

Today people still cling to this ancient ritual in an atomic age, with a round world thoroughly mapped and photographed and orbitted by men in space capsules.

The rich people hold positions of authority now as they did then. The poor still struggle for survival. The authorities finance "friendly" foreign nations for political favor, or bribery, while their own people go hungry and without employment.

So many aspects of society have not maintained pace with the scientific advancement. Excessive taxes are still with us. Emotional instability still exists. People are still ignorant. Rituals are still practiced to get you to heaven, or condemn you to hell.

Why do people persist in following ritual, custom and dogma full of fear? Afraid to live and afraid to die! What a dilemma!

When the Bible, or any other record continues to be a source of mystery, superstition, or misunderstanding between people, it has ceased to serve the enlightened purpose for which it was written. Do the modern churches promote faith, or condone mammon and hypocrisy? Do the teachers practice what they preach?

The Bible says "the Sun shall no longer give forth her light," in the latter days. We know today ionization of the atmosphere causes a cloud to condense. We also know the electrical and magnetic effects in our atmosphere as a result of atomic, or nuclear explosions. They cause
the atmosphere to ionize, forming more clouds and heavier rains that are radioactive, or emitting detrimental emanations in the electro-magnetic spectrum in excess of the ability of the body capacitor to store—without burning out with cancer or leukemia.

The only thing that could cause the "Sun to no longer give forth her light" would be a cloud layer surrounding the planet, caused by a sudden, or continuous increase of ionization of the atmosphere by atomic tests, or nuclear war. Venus has this condition.

Politicians cannot solve the problems of humanity. Neither can the church. The only solution can come from the people. The people must expand their thinking. The people must find out about life and death. The people must build in themselves an awareness of consciousness, to follow the laws of nature and spiritual enlightenment. They must not be afraid of anything.

The Bible says "death shall be overcome". This is our prime effort here—to charge this body mass. To use the right and left hands of God—Electricity and Magnetism. To give to humanity a purpose in living besides eating, sleeping, and reproducing in ignorance.

GRADER

In the last issue of the "Proceedings" we tried through our readers to locate a road grader that the Ministry of Universal Wisdom could acquire as a gift. Although we could not get one given to us, we did locate one for $400.00. It is old but it does the job well.

We want to thank our local readers who scouted around looking for a grader for us. We made a down payment on it and have improved the dirt roads into the Ministry property and the Integratron.

Now all we must do is to finish paying it off and maintain it.
TAX EXEMPTION

Since the Ministry of Universal Wisdom, Inc., became California State Tax Exempt four years ago, we have been trying to obtain our Federal Tax Exemption. Last August we granted the U.S. Treasury Department an extension of one year time, because our case would exceed the three year statute of limitations of Non-Profit Corporations under the law.

Our late President John F. Kennedy said, "My fellow Americans, ask not what your country will do for you - ask what you can do for your country."

We here, organized under the laws of the land, have applied under the law not for the country to give us anything, or to do anything for us; but to stop taking from us funds intended by the people who made these gifts of money to be applied to our efforts to do something for our country and its people.

The Ministry of Universal Wisdom, Inc., is organized under its Articles of Incorporation, and its By-Laws, not to preach words that have for centuries not made the World any better, but have actually contributed to the division of its people into thousands of creeds.

Our Ministry is established to prove in a practical use of the forces of electricity-magnetism and faith through thought, that the intangibility of these unseen forces of an unseen Creator can be brought into a tangible use to minister beneficent needs of the people to a more vital, energetic life.

Our belief, in an atomic age, is to apply religion in a new beneficial way of life through scientific methods. God made these unseen forces to use, and we do use them for power, lights, and in many other ways.

The laws for tax exemption of Religious organizations does not restrict the organization to any method of professing in words as the only way to be religious.

We are organized to do something for the benefit of our country. We are trying to give humanity something.
Jesus said "Even as I do you can do, and more."

He didn't say, even as I say, but even as I do. We are trying to be a doing religion through applying God's unseen forces.

We patiently wait for the Government people, not to help us, but to remove the restrictions which hinder us.

$1,500,000.00 a day goes for Viet Nam, which is more money than we would pay in taxes in many, many years!

We appeal to reason - let us proceed with the rights granted to talking, preaching religions and scientific organizations - by working with both principles.

VERIFICATION AGAIN

Several years ago we printed in the "Proceedings" that the space scientists would find other belts around the Earth besides the Van Allen Radiation Belt.

In an article in the "Los Angeles Herald Examiner", dated Sunday, Dec. 8th, 1963, in Section K near the bottom of the first column it says,

"On April 3, Explorer XVII discovered a heretofore unknown belt of neutral helium atoms high above earth. No man knew of this belt. Explorer had gone up to take aeronomic measures of radiation and of magnetic fields. It did that, but it found the helium belt. Where do these atoms originate, scientists now ask. Are there clues to the beginning of the universe in the answer to that question?"

This is further verification of technical information printed in the "Proceedings" years before the data is proven.
"And they asked him, saying, Master, but when shall these things be? and what sign will there be when these things come to pass?" (St. Luke 21:7)

The Christ answered, "when there are wars and commotions." Not one war but wars, several or many at the same time. Katanga, Algeria, Morroco, Viet Nam, Yemen, etc.

"Nation against Nation", "Earthquakes in diverse places", Missouri, Massachusetts, Georgia, Alabama and many other places where earthquakes are not common - diverse places.

Famines and Pestilences". India, China, Russia and many other countries are now starving by the millions. There are diseases that the doctors admit they do not know what they are. Radiation sickness with practically every rain, or snow.

"And ye shall be betrayed both by parents, and brethren and kinfolks, and friends"; Public testimony of father against daughter and sister against sister, etc. in the daily papers.

"And ye shall be hated of all men for my name's sake." The minority of atheists getting court rulings against the majority in school prayers, in eliminating God from expressions in documents, pledges, etc. The elimination of swearing on the Bible in courts and efforts to stop Christmas plays, etc.

"And when ye shall see Jerusalem compassed with armies, Then know that the desolution thereof is nigh". The city of Jerusalem is compassed with armies and the New JerUSAlem is compassed with armies and infiltrated with traitors and enemies in high places.

"But woe unto them that are with child, and to them that give suck, in those days". This is in reference to the radiation effects of fallout which scientists have stated will last for the next 30 years. In Iowa this year the ears of corn are from 1/4 to 1/3 larger than ever before, as a result of radioactive rains. In some Pacific Islands rats grow three times larger due to radioactive fallout. Children being born in litters;
triplets, quadruplets, and quintuplets are becoming commonplace. In some highly radiated areas the size of children being born is making Caesarean section necessary because the babies are so large they cannot be breached by normal birth - "woe unto them that are with child" in an increasing radioactive time.

"And there shall be signs in the Sun, and in the moon, and in the stars; and upon the Earth distress of Nations, with perplexity; and sea and the waves roaring;"

Astronomical scientists recently announced that the Sun's poles had reversed their polarity. The Moon's orbit is increasingly becoming more erratic, and certainly "distress of nations" is apparent to every one. I recently talked at length with a sea captain of thirty-five years sailing experience. He said there are unusual tides at sea that were never known before, with swells running in the middle of the oceans up to 50 feet high and higher at times.

"Men's hearts failing them for fear." It is known that heart failure is now one of the greatest killers and is on the increase.

All of the above references are from St. Luke, Chapter 21. Also read Isaiah, Chapter 24, and Revelations, Chapter 18.

The scientists admit 53,000 children in Utah alone have exceeded the critical dosage in radiation from 28 to 136 times.

This is foretold for the latter days in St. Mathew 24-21; "For then shall be great tribulation, such as was not since the beginning of the world to this time, no, nor ever shall be."

The suppression of God for political reasons, the Military crisis, the economic crisis ($306,000,000,000.00 debt), the geophysical crisis, the social crisis, the effort of materialistic, wealthy leaders to solve the needs of the masses by taking taxes out of one of their pockets and handing it back in doles and contracts. The virtual end of free enterprise. The wealthy people catering to decisions of authority that will eventually backfire. These things portend the end of this civilization as anyone with common sense can see, that this cannot go on much longer under the present conditions.
NOW Is The Time

In our effort to prove religion by scientific methods we meet many people here who come to see what progress we are making. Most of them who can understand the magnitude of our project involving thousands of accurate measurements, templates, jigs, parts, subassemblies, assemblies, requirements for expansion and contraction, painting, sealing against weather, and insulation for high voltage, realize that such a large effort is very expensive.

When we mail this "Proceedings" to you, you see a single 16 page paper and this too is understood by a few of our readers to be costly. When you consider that we have put this paper out to thousands of readers all over the World, for over ten years, this also is a demanding work. The writing of each "Proceedings" requires several days. The corrected copies must be typed neatly for photo-offset printing, then arranged and delivered to the printers. This is a cash outlay of over $200.00 for printing alone and $100.00 for stamps for each mailing.

Then five to seven people spend two days addressing the "Proceedings" in order for each of you to remain in contact with us here through this paper. We try to give you interesting material that you will not read in any other publication.

THIS MAY BE THE LAST COPY OF THE "PROCEEDINGS" YOU WILL RECEIVE.

We want to continue the printing of this paper, but we cannot cut into money necessary for other functions in order to print it. Our files show that around only 30 people keep us going. One third of our files indicate these people carry a little more than their share of the load, one third break about even, and the other third of our readers are carried along.

With the expenses of County Property Taxes, from which we are not exempt yet, repair, maintenance, overhead, transportation etc., in connection with the "Integatron", we are now scraping the bottom of the barrel. The Integatron is about 70% finished. Some of our readers just keep putting things off. Others think that because they did make a gift years ago that this is supposed to carry their part to eternity.
WE NEED HELP NOW.

This is the Christmas Season. I would love to greet each of you personally. I have had to forego lecture tours because we figured the cost of starting these tours required an outlay of money we needed for other purposes. This Ministry is important to many people. One cannot keep pouring water out of a bucket without refilling it. I am making this personal appeal to you for the Board of Directors and thanking those of you for your past gifts.

In God we Trust.

THE INTEGRATRON

Another coat of insulation paint must be applied to the outside of the "big dome" in the next few months. This involves a cost of about $600.00, and is one of the maintenance requirements that must be done approximately every two years.

A high pressure emergency water system has been finished to take care of any possible fire hazard that may develop.

Three segments of the 32 required to complete the large electro-static armatures are out of the jig. $471.00 worth of .050 sheet fiberglass has arrived for covering the 55 foot diameter armatures.

484 parts are completed to finish the electro-static generator.

Gradual progress is being made in building the gigantic machine. Everything that goes into it must be made from raw material, cut out, drilled, assembled and fastened together.

Building this machine is a strenuous work, in order to duplicate the effects that were demonstrated by Moses in another time. Three machines were described in the Bible. We are building the biggest one. When we finish this successfully we may build one of the other ones.

Proving religious records scientifically requires extreme patience over a period of years. We believe we are on the right track toward establishing a new science of religion.
Excerpts from the Golden Density

O man, in living my life, in breathing my breath, establish within yourself the solidarity, the contentment, the bliss of living rightly; that I may know, that I may feel the glorious pulsation of the being of you. In speaking my words, let them ring clear, let them be dear and near to you that others may understand. Realize, I am not the expression of self; I am only the boundless unselfish utterances of the heart and the soul that sees me in others. None can bring about the workings of my laws, unless first they have established their right within my light.

O mortal being of me, reach not for golden prizes of desire, for they shall reflect the Light. Look not into the mirrors of space, for eyes that see are blind to me. And though the prize be golden, my Light does not reflect. Express the being of me in life, extend me in the action that I may feel the thrill of doing for another whose need is great. That I may know success in manifesting you to bring about the me in others. That their eyes may see through thee to me, not reflection, not illusion, but the purity, the reality I have instilled within the you of me.

O man, seed of my imagination. Though I stand on the top with my banner of victory, I am also the one who has lost the battle. Though each of my seeds returns on lines of light, my law brings me to each of you. I have established the pattern of my doing in the endless progression of my parts that none shall ever find an end, unless the path leads downward. All my creations are in the curves of infinity. So I guide you in the Light. You must recognize my being in you, the part of me.

O mortals, cast in form of me, you contain each density. Accept the Life you cannot see. Bend the glance inward. Reach forth with limbs to feel my breath. Build my fire of Lighted Love to such intensity that those around about may know their right to be the parts that I have made. I extend myself through every branch. Though leaves may fall, the tree of life lives on eternally. For I am living proof and none can stop the progress of my paths. For all my parts shall bring about the result, in evidence that I, as cause, knew that each one of my parts would fit the pattern of my beginnings.